PREMIUM OUTERWEAR 2015/16

Strikt is the first of a new breed, born from the desire to never settle. It’s a company that
does almost everything differently and dedicates itself to the constant experimentation,
development, and testing of its products. At Strikt we engineer our own textiles and
assemble our garments in Canada. We truly believe that this is the key to strengthening
our products while building a better foundation for the future of our sport. We work closely
with over 100 of our athletes/race teams to maintain the highest degree of durability and
performance. We create our gear to the highest quality standards but, if you ever have any
problems, we have your back. The passion that drives us to explore new territory on our
sleds, is the same passion that drives us to push the boundaries when creating new gear.
									-TEAM STRIKT
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Innovate
Nexgen Materials:

For 2016 we have re-engineered our fabrics to further
customize them for snowmobiling. A new hybrid yarn was
developed to increase abrasion resistance of the surface
fabric. It is also now impregnated with a newly created silicone
based DWR (Durable Water Repellent) that increases snow
shedding properties within a wide range of atmospheric
conditions. After three years of development we are finally
releasing our latest membrane technology. The Nexgen™
membrane is PU based and has 25% better waterproof and
breathability ratings (25K/25K), but is also posses’ simple
washing and laundering requirements. This results in our
high performance fabrics not being as high maintenance.

New Manufacturing Process:

With the advancements in camera operated laser cutting
technologies, we are now able to manufacture our products
in mixed production batches. This means that we can offer 4x
the variety of color-ways and textile options than with standard
manufacturing process. Not only that, we can now re-stock items
within 5-10 business days if needed. This advanced process allows
Strikt to bring improved quality across it’s entire product line.

New Vision:

At Strikt, we love sledding! We believe that we can make
better snowmobile outerwear right here in Canada than any
factory overseas. By investing in our own Canadian factory
and manufacturing, we are all working together to support the
sport, economy, and future of snowmobiling.
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The Freeride 2 jacket is a high performance lightweight articulated
shell, designed for the new generation of sledders. It is Built with the
highest quality materials available, for the ultimate in light-weight
performance and durability. The brand new NexGen ™ fabric houses a dual layer Strikt PU membrane that provides extremely high
breathable, waterproof, and windproof properties across a wide
range of atmospheric conditions. A newly formulated poly shell fabric
amours the freeride jacket and gives it one of the highest strength to
weight ratios on the market. It has a custom engineered hybrid yarn

that increases abrasion resistance and is impregnated with a proprietary silicon based DWR (Durable Water Repellant). This makes it
a favorite among testers who spend lots of time in the backcountry
as it works well with a wide array of under-layering combinations.
Inside you will find a moisture wicking liner that work as an integrated system with the NexGen™ fabric to enhance moisture vapor
transmission away from your body. By utilizing the 48” of body and
arm vents, you will always be comfortable and dry no matter how
brutal the conditions are. This jacket will change the way you ride!

Red

Mint

Blue

Grey

Green

• NexGen waterproof, windproof, breathable fabric with 3
year warranty
• 25,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 25,000mm WP
• Silo-tech DWR
• YKK zippers
• 48 inches of body and arm vents
• double stitched chassis
• moisture wicking liner and fleece
• helmet friendly collar
• removable hood
• pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Radio pocket
• Kill switch D-ring
• Sublimated fade free logos

MSRP- $499.99 cad
Purple

Orange

Yellow

Pink

SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02B(Blue)
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02G-(Green)
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02M-(Mint)
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02GY-(Grey)
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02K-(Orange)
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02R-(Red)
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02Y-(Yellow)
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02Z-(Pink)
SFJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02P-(Purple)
+ $49 for XXXL
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The Aspect 2 Jacket is a performance insulated articulated
snowmobile jacket that boasts the highest quality materials
available. This jacket is designed for sledders who want their
gear to last and endure the most extreme riding conditions. The
brand new NexGen ™ VL8 fabric houses a dual layer Strikt PU
membrane that provides extremely high breathable, waterproof, and
windproof properties across a wide range of atmospheric conditions. A newly formulated poly shell fabric amours the freeride
jacket and gives it one of the highest strength to weight ratios on
the market. It has a custom engineered hybrid yarn that increases
abrasion resistance and is impregnated with a proprietary silicon
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based DWR (Durable Water Repellant). The semi insulated
construction with moisture wicking liner and wicking fleece
work as an integrated system with the VL8 fabric to enhance
moisture vapor transmission away from your body. This
makes the Aspect jacket perform across a very wide range of
conditions whether it in the mountains or on the Lakes. By
utilizing the 48” of body and arm vents, you will always be
comfortable and dry no matter how brutal the conditions are.
Our pre-curved construction provides un-matched articulation
that puts this jacket in a class of its own. As soon as you put
it on, you will notice the Strikt difference!

ALSO AVAILABLE IN GUNMETAL GREY

• 25,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 25,000mm WP
• Silo-tech DWR
• 48 inches of body and arm vents
• double stitched chassis
• YKK zippers throughout
• hand warming pockets
• double stitched chassis
• moisture wicking insulated liner
• helmet friendly collar
• pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Kill switch D-ring
• Sublimated fade free logos

MSRP- $549.99 cad
SAJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-020(Black)
SAJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL)-02GY (Grey,Not Shown)
+ $49 for XXXL
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The Faeder jacket is a high performance lightweight articulated shell, designed for the
new generation of sledders. It is Built with the highest quality materials available specifically engineered for mountain sledding. It offers ultimate light-weight performance
and durability. The brand new NexGen ™ fabric houses a dual layer Strikt PU membrane that provides extremely high breathable, waterproof, and windproof properties
across a wide range of atmospheric conditions. A newly formulated poly shell fabric
amours the Faeder jacket and gives it one of the highest strength to weight ratios on the
market. It has a custom engineered hybrid yarn that increases abrasion resistance and
is impregnated with a proprietary silicon based DWR (Durable Water Repellant). This
makes it a favorite among testers who spend lots of time in the backcountry as it works
well with a wide array of under-layering combinations. Inside you will find a moisture
wicking liner that work as an integrated system with the NexGen™ fabric to enhance
moisture vapor transmission away from your body. By utilizing the 48” of body and
arm vents, you will always be comfortable and dry no matter how brutal the conditions
are. This jacket will change the way you ride!

• NexGen waterproof, windproof, breathable fabric
• 25,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 25,000mm WP
• Silo-tech DWR
• YKK zippers
• 48 inches of body and arm vents
• double stitched chassis
• moisture wicking liner and fleece
• helmet friendly collar
• removable hood
• pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Radio pocket
• Kill switch D-ring
• Sublimated fade free graphics

Mint

MSRP- $499.99 cad
SDJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02B(Blue)
SDJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02G(Green)
SDJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02R(Red)
SDJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02M(Mint)
SDJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02Y(Yellow-Not Shown)
SDJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02P(Purple)
SDJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02K(Orange-Not Shown)
SDJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02Z(Pink)
SDJ-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02GY(Grey)
+ $49 for XXXL
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The Faeder Bib was designed for Timberled snowbikes but, it is quickly becoming a
favorite amongst our test riders for snowmobiling too. It is a high performance lightweight articulated shell with a removable Bib attachment. It is Built with the highest
quality materials available, for the ultimate in light-weight performance and durability.
The brand new NexGen ™ fabric houses a dual layer Strikt PU membrane that provides extremely high breathable, waterproof, and windproof properties across a wide
range of atmospheric conditions. A newly formulated poly shell fabric armours the
faeder bib and gives it one of the highest strength to weight ratios on the market. A
custom engineered hybrid yarn that increases abrasion resistance and is impregnated
with a proprietary silicon based DWR (Durable Water Repellant).For exhaust pipe
protection on the legs, we use our proprietary Moto leather that is also made in North
America. Inside you will find a moisture wicking liner that works as an integrated
system with the NexGen™ fabric to enhance moisture vapor transmission away from
your body. The extra large cargo pockets are perfect for maximum storage. Expansion
joints above the knees help these pants stay put while your on the move and also helps
to accommodate kneebraces/pads without being baggy. They also double as leg vents.
These Bib/Pants are ready for war against the mountains. on a snowbike or a sled.

• NexGen waterproof, windproof, breathable 3 layer fabric
• 25,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 25,000mm WP
• Genuine moto leather exhaust protection
• YKK zippers
• Removable BIB
• Covered leg vents
• Double stitched chassis
• Moisture wicking liner
• Expansion joints above knees
• Removable/adjustable Tek-Foam knee pads
• Extra large cargo pockets
• 1000D extra tough Moto-Cuffs
• Pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Kill switch D-ring
• Sublimated fade free logos

Green

Moto Leather Exhaust Protection

MSRP- $499.99 cad + $49 for XXXL
SFB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02B(Blue)
SFB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02O(Black-Not Shown)
SFB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02R(Red)
SFB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02Y(Yellow)
SFB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02P(Purple-Not Shown)
SFB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02K(Orange)
SFB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02M(Mint)
SFB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02GY(Grey)
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THE

JKT

The Session jacket is a high performance lightweight articulated shell, designed for
the new generation of sledders. It is Built with the highest quality materials available
specifically engineered for mountain sledding. It offers ultimate light-weight performance
and durability. The brand new NexGen ™ fabric houses a dual layer Strikt PU membrane
that provides extremely high breathable, waterproof, and windproof properties across a
wide range of atmospheric conditions. A newly formulated poly shell fabric amours the
Session jacket and gives it one of the highest strength to weight ratios on the market. It
has a custom engineered hybrid yarn that increases abrasion resistance and is impregnated with a proprietary silicon based DWR (Durable Water Repellant). This makes it
a favorite among testers who spend lots of time in the backcountry as it works well
with a wide array of under-layering combinations. Inside you will find a moisture
wicking liner that work as an integrated system with the NexGen™ fabric to
enhance moisture vapor transmission away from your body. By utilizing the 48”
of body and arm vents, you will always be comfortable and dry no matter how
brutal the conditions are. This jacket will change the way you ride!

• NexGen waterproof, windproof, breathable fabric
• 25,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 25,000mm WP
• Silo-tech DWR
• YKK zippers
• 48 inches of body and arm vents
• double stitched chassis
• moisture wicking liner and fleece
• helmet friendly collar
• removable hood
• pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Radio pocket
• Kill switch D-ring
• Sublimated fade free logos

MSRP- $499.99 cad
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01B(Blue)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01O(Black)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01R(Red)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01Y(Yellow)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01P(Purple)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01K(Orange)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01GY(Grey)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01M(Mint-Not Shown)
+ $49 for XXXL
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THE

BIB

The Session Bib is a high performance lightweight articulated shell with a removable Bib attachment. It is Built with the highest quality materials available, for
the ultimate in light-weight performance and durability. The brand new NexGen
™ fabric houses a dual layer Strikt PU membrane that provides extremely high
breathable, waterproof, and windproof properties across a wide range of atmospheric conditions. A newly formulated poly shell fabric armours the Session bib
and gives it one of the highest strength to weight ratios on the market. It has a
custom engineered hybrid yarn that increases abrasion resistance and is impregnated with a proprietary silicon based DWR (Durable Water Repellant). Inside
you will find a moisture wicking liner that works as an integrated system with
the NexGen™ fabric to enhance moisture vapor transmission away from your
body.The extra large cargo pockets are perfect for maximum storage. Expansion
joints above the knees help these pants stay put while your on the move and also
helps to accommodate kneebraces/pads without being baggy. They also double
as leg vents.

• NexGen waterproof, windproof, breathable 3 layer fabric
• 25,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 25,000mm WP
• YKK zippers
• Removable BIB
• Covered leg vents
• Double stitched chassis
• Moisture wicking liner
• Expansion joints above knees
• Removable/adjustable Tek-Foam knee pads
• Extra large cargo pockets
• 1000D extra tough Moto-Cuffs
• Pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Kill switch D-ring
• Sublimated fade free logos

Black

MSRP- $499.99 cad
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01B(Blue)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01G(Green-Not Shown)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01M(Mint-Not Shown)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01O(Black)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01R(Red)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01Y(Yellow)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01P(Purple)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01K(Orange)
SSB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01GY(Grey-Not Shown)
+ $49 for XXXL
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The hard working Rigger Bib is back for another hitch. This time its
sporting fresh new sublimated graphics and brand new NexGen ™ VL8
fabric which houses a dual layer Strikt PU membrane & provides extremely
high breathable, waterproof, and windproof properties across a wide range
of atmospheric conditions. A newly formulated poly shell fabric amours the
freeride jacket and gives it one of the highest strength to weight ratios on
the market. It has a custom engineered hybrid yarn that increases abrasion
resistance and is impregnated with a proprietary silicon based DWR (Durable
Water Repellant). The semi insulated construction, with moisture wicking
liner and wicking fleece work as an integrated system with the VL8 fabric
to enhance moisture vapor transmission away from your body. This Bib fits
like no other and is ready for war against winter! As soon as you put it on,
it is easy to tell the Strikt difference.

• NexGen waterproof, windproof, breathable 3 layer fabric
• 25,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 25,000mm WP
• Silo-tech DWR
• 1000D extra tough Moto-Cuffs
• YKK zippers throughout
• hand warming pockets
• double stitched chassis
• Removable/adjustable Tek-Foam knee pads
• moisture wicking insulated liner
• pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Kill switch D-ring

MSRP- $499.99 cad
SRB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-020 (Black)
SRB-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-02GY (Grey-Not Shown)
+ $49 for XXXL
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The mountain Stinger pant was designed for war against winter.
It boasts the highest quality materials available and is designed
for sledders who want their gear to last and endure whatever
winter conditions are thrown at them and more. NexGen ™
VL8 fabric which houses a dual layer Strikt PU membrane &
provides extremely high breathable, waterproof, and windproof
properties across a wide range of atmospheric conditions. A
newly formulated poly shell fabric amours the Stinger pant

and gives it one of the highest strength to weight ratios on the
market. It has a custom engineered hybrid yarn that increases
abrasion resistance and is impregnated with a proprietary
silicon based DWR (Durable Water Repellant). The semi
insulated construction, with moisture wicking liner and wicking
fleece work as an integrated system with the VL8 fabric to
enhance moisture vapor transmission away from your body.

• NexGen waterproof, windproof, breathable 3 layer fabric
• 25,000 gms/m2/d MVT and 25,000mm WP
• Silo-tech DWR
• 1000D extra tough Moto-Cuffs
• YKK zippers throughout
• Extra large cargo pockets
• double stitched chassis
• Removable/adjustable Tek-Foam knee pads
• moisture wicking insulated liner
• pre-curved construction for unmatched articulation
• 3 year manufacturer’s warranty
• Kill switch D-ring

MSRP- $379.99 cad
SSP-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01O (Black)
SSP-(S,M,L,XL,XXL,XXXL)-01GY (Grey-Not Shown)
+ $49 for XXXL

ALSO AVAILABLE IN GUNMETAL GREY
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www.striktgear.com

